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Abstract

A method of stress analysis for a two dimentional crack, which

is subjected to internal gas pressure, and situated parallel to a

free surface of a material, is presented. It is based on the

concept of continuously distributed edge dislocations of two kinds,

i.e. one with Burgers vector normal to the free surface and the

other with parallel to it.

Stress fields of individual dislocations are chosen so as to

satisfy stress free boundary conditions at the free surface, by

taking account of image dislocations. Distributions of the both

kinds of dislocations in the crack are derived so as to give the

internal gas pressure and, at the same time, to satisfy shear

stress free boundary condition on the crack surface. Stress fields

a , a and a in the sub-surface layer are then determined fromxx yy xy

them. They have square root singularities at the crack-tip.



1. Introduction

The present paper deals with the explicit calculation of

stress fields around a crack lying parallel to a free surface in

a semi-infinite medium. Its aim is to clarify the mechanism of

surface irradiation damage called blistering, which is recently

attracting much attentions in the field of plasma-wall interactions

for fusion research (Das and Kaminsky, [1]). In fact the present

results have already been applied to this problem, and explained

satisfactorily the important features of the experimental results

of the blistering in a quantitative manner (Kamada and Higashida,

[2]).

Blistering is a surface deformation of materials due to high

energy gas ion bombardment, and is presumed to be a phenomenon

which is driven by an internal gas pressure of the injected ions,

coagulating into a lenticular shape travelling parallel to a free

surface in a sub-surface layer.

To account for the surface deformation associated with the

blistering, it is requisite to calculate stress fields around the

gas-driven lenticular bubble with taking account of a surface

effect. In this paper, the bubble is considered as a crack

associated with an internal gas-pressure, and is simulated by

linear arrays of two kinds of edge dislocations.

So far, several theoretical treatments of a crack in a finite

medium have been undertaken. However, main body of these treatments

concerns in those lying perpendicularly to a free surface like

notches (Lardner, [3] ; Paris and Sih, [4] ; Bilby, Cottrell, Smith

and- Swinden, [5] , or those lying in a strip parallel to and with

equal distances from both free surfaces (Sneddon and Lowengrub,
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[6]. The one which treated exactly the same situation as the

present paper is that of due to Erdogan, Gupta and Cook [7].

However, their result, giving only stress intensity factors

around a crack tip, does not satisfy our practical demand for the

study of blistering, since, for this purpose, we need not only

the stress fields around a crack tip, but also the overall features

of the stress fields in the whole sub-surface layer.

The present method is based on a linear array of edge dislo-

cations. Two kinds of edge dislocations, i.e. one with Burgers
1

vector b normal to a free surface, and the other with Burgers

vector b parallel to it, must be taken into account in order to

satisfy the boundary conditions on the crack surface as well as on

LUC Tree surlace.

Stress fields of a dislocation, lying parallel to a free

surface in a sub-surface layer, must be determined by taking account

of an effect of an image dislocation, and of a correction term so

as to satisfy stress free boundary condition on the free surface.

Consequently, they are composed of three terms, namely, a self

stress term of the original dislocation, a term from an image

dislocation, and a correction term to satisfy the boundary condi-

tion.

On a crack surface, integration of normal stress components,

multiplied by the distribtuions of the two kinds of dislocations,

over the crack length gives the internal gas pressure. At the

same time, the same integral for shear stress components must

vanish. These two boundary conditions constitute dual integral

equations, from which, with the aids of Chebyshev's polynomials

and Hilbert transformation, we obtain the distributions of the two
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kinds of edge dislocati ins.

Once the distributions of the dislocations are determined,

stress fields in a sub-surface layer are derivable by integrating

the stress of the component dislocations multiplied by these

distributions. The nearer to the free surface the crack is

situated, the more number of pileup dislocations are required, so

that, the more stresses are concentrated in the sub-surface layer.

Since the number of dislocations diverges at the crack-tip, as a

natural consequence of the continuum approach, strong concentra-

tions appear near the crack-tip.

Stress fields a , a and a are calculated numerically and
xx yy xy

plotted as functions of depth from a free surface, with normali-

zation by the depth of the crack, and distance from the crack center,

with normalization by the crack radius, in a plane parallel to a

free surface.

2. Theoretical analysis

Consider a two dimentional crack of length 2a located at x =

-h lying parallel to y-axis as shown in Fig.l. The surface of the

crack is subject to an uniform internal gas pressure P. To satisfy

the boundary conditions on its surface completely, we replace the

crack by continuously distributed edge dislocations, which are

composed of two types, that is, edge dislocations with Burgers

vector b normal to the surface and those with Burgers vector b

parallel to the surface. In the figure, the two types of disloca-

tions are inllustrated separately in two regions, namely x = -h,

0 <_ y- <_ 0 and x = -h, -a <_ y <_ 0, for clarity. Actually both types

of dislocations are arranged in mixture in both regions. Each
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stress field evaluated at x = x and y = y due to a dislocation at

x = -h and y = y1 is given in Appendix (1). It contains contribu-

tions from the both original and image dislocations, and the surface

correction'term to cancel a fictitious stress component on the free

surface.

Nothing that, on the crack surface x = -h and -a <_ y <_ a,

normal stress as a whole must be equal to -P, and shear stress as

a whole must vanish in equilibrium, the following set of integral

equations are obtainable; namely

/ Kn(y-y')n (y')dy" + / K^Cy-y^n (y')dy'=-P (1)
- 3. - 3.

K21(y-y')n (y')dy' + / K22(y-y')n (y')dy'=0 (2)
a2 1

-a -a

where

nCyy) [
y-y1

K12Cy-y') =A
1 |

K (y-y') = A"[-i- + (y-y'H-\ * £
y-y' r r r

r 2 = 4h2 + (y-y')2.

Here, K^Cy-y 1), K 1 2Cy-y'), K21(y-y') and K22(y-y') are normal

stress and shear stress components evaluated at x = -h, y = y, that
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i s' a
x x

( " h > Y) > °xx (" h ) Yi > axy(~h' Y) a n d axy f' h' y ) ' resPectively,

due to both types of dislocations situated at x = -h, y = y1, as

inferable from (Al) and (A.2) of Appendix (1). A and A" are given

by yb/27r(l-- v) and yb/2ir (1 - v) , respectively, with shear modulus

p and Poisson's ratio v.

A set of singular integral equations (1) and (2) are the

fundamental equations for giving stress distributions around a crack

situated at x = -h, -a £ y <_ a. We put hereafter half length of

the crack (a) as a unit, and thus normalize such quantities as h, x,

-1- II
y and y' by a. Moreover we put A = A = 1, P = 1 for simplicity.

Since solutions for the principal part of these equations should have

inverse square root singularity at y = t 1 (Hirth and Lothe, [8],

we expand the unknown functions n (y) and n (y) in series of the

first kind Chebyshev's polynomials TV(y) which satisfy orthogonality

relation with respect to weighting function of the type l//l - y2

(Abramowitz and Stegun [9]):

2n-l

k = 1

•n/l-y'

and

(4)

n" (y) = k > = 2 , . (5)
TT/l-y'

Here k and k' must be odd and even integers, respectively. The

relative displacements, e^Cy) along x-axis and e (y) along y-axis,

between the upper and lower surfaces of the crack at x = -h, y = y

are given by the equations
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eX(y) = / bXn1(y')dy' and e" (y) = / b"n" (y ' )dy' ,
y y

respectively. From the geometries of the crack shown in Fig.l, its

shape must be kept invariant after the mirror reflection with

respect to the plane y = 0. Such a condition may be satisfied by

requirements that e (y) and e (y) are even and odd functions, res-

pectively. Consequently, n (y) and n"(y) become respectively even

and odd functions of y. This is the reason why k and k' must be

taken odd and even in eqs.(4) and (5). Incidentally, since e"(y)

is an odd function of y, e" (0) = 0. The value of k' = 0 must be

removed in the expansion with respect to T, ,(y) in eq.(5) because

T n(y), which is equal to 1, does not satisfy the above condition
u 1

that / b" n"(y')dy' = 0. It is natural that nx (y) and n"(y) may be
0

expanded ir an infinite series of T, (y) and T, ,(y) respectively,

but we truncfte the expansion by n-th term as shown in eqs,(4) and

(5) for the necessity of numerical calculation.

According to an integral formula of Chebyshev polynomial,

dy' = -Uk ,Cy) (k > 0 ) ,
-1 (y-y'Kl-y1

where Ui.(y) is a second kind Chebyshev polynomial of order k.

Substituting eqs.(4) and (5) into eqs. (1) and (2) and utilizing

the above formula, we obtain

2n-l (k) 2n (k1)

C Ak [ uk-i^ ) + K (y)] + ZZBk'K M - -1 <6>
k=l n k'=2 1 2
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C21 ( y ) + X I B k ' [ - U k ' - l ( y ) + K ( y ) ] = ° ' ( 7 J
k = l = 2 22

where

and

(k)

11
( y ) = / (y-y^f 1 + i ^ + 64^1

I
-1 r u ir/l-y t 2.

d y '

= Re{Wk(y+2ih)-2ihWk, (y+2ih)-2h2Wk,, (v+2ih)}

K (y) = /
12 -1

]
r° Tr/l-y ' 2

d y '

ih2= -Re{2ih2WkIt (y+2ih)}

(k) (k)
K (y) = X (y)
21 12

00
K

22
(y) =

1
/

- 1

2 ,.,4

r r

= Re{-W, (y+2ih)-2ihWv '(y+2ih) + 2h2W, "(y+2ih)>

The reader should refer to the appendix as to the derivation of above

integrals. Second kind Chebyshev polynomials satisfy the following

orthogonality relation;

d y =

If we multiply -^ Ug_ ± (y)Zl-y
2 (A = 1,3, ,2n-l) to both sides of



eq.(6) and --U^ , _± (y) /l-y
2 (f ' = 2,4, 2n) to those of eq.(7),

respectively, and integrate the resulting equations from -1 to 1

with respect to y, 2n sets of linear algebraic equations for Aj,

(k = 1,3, r ,2n-l) and Bk,(k' = 2,4, •-•,2n) are obtained:

2n-l 2n

^ C<Sk2+2CkJ)Ak + 2 1 2Dk'Jl Bk' = ~
k=l k'=2

2n-l 2n

k=l ' k'=2 (9)

where

, 1 (K) , r

1 -1 12

1 1 00

* -1 12

The integrals such as C,., D,,j, E-̂ », , and F, t», cannot be performed

analytically, but must be calculated numerically. The unknown

coefficients A, and B,, can be calculated numerically from eqs.(8)

and (9), thus, the distribution functions n (y) and n (y) may be

determined in the forms of eqs.(4) and (5). Since expressions of

stresses produced by an edge dislocation with Burgers vector b near

a surface are already known (Hirth and Lothe [8]), and those with

Burgers vector b" are deduced from those with Burgers vector bM

(Appendix 1), the stresses around a crack positioned at x = -h
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can be calculated by integrating each expressions multiplied by

nx(y) or n"(y), respectively, from -1 to 1 with respect to y.

3. Numerical results

3.1 Stress distributions around a crack

Numerical calculations were performed for h/a>0.1. The coef-

ficients A, and B, , obtained are shown in Figs.2 (a) and 2(b).

Numerical integrations for obtaining Cvo , D, ,0 , Ev„, and F,,g,

were performed within an error less than 10 . When h/a=0.2, the

error in the calculated results were less than 0.1 \ if we take

the number n appeared in the summations in eqs.(4) and (5) to be

10.

The distribution of pileup dislocations are shown in Fig.3

for several values of h/a. Since n (y) is an odd function of y

and n (y) is an even function of y, the curves are drawn only for

the range 0 < y < 1. The nearer to the surface the crack is

positioned, the more number of pileup dislocations may be required

in equilibrium, so that, the more stresses are concentrated near

the subsurface layer cf the crack. When h/a > 1, absolute value

of n"(y) is far smaller than that of n 1(y). Thus the influence of

pileup dislocations with Burgers vector b" may be neglected in such

a situation. Asymptotic form of n (y) in a case such as h/a > 1 is

— — " *• -^- , which is just the distribution function of pileup
ubx/l-y2

dislocations for tensile crack in an infinite medium (Hirth and

Lothe [8]).

Once Ak(k = 1,3,...., 2n-l) and B^^k' = 2,4 ,2n) are deter-

mined, the stresses a , a and a are obtained in the following
xx yy xy

expressions:
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oy y /P = Z I ^A2K-l0yyA + B2X°yyB

.2=1

w h e r e

°xxA =

+ [Wk(n j)-iCx-h)Wk ,(n j)] +

= Re{[-(x+h)Wk,(n ) + (x-h)Wk 'Cn j)

+[Wk(n j)+iCx-h)Wk,Cn j)]

-[-2iWk(n j)+(x-h)Wk , (n j)]

ReUx+h)Wk ,(ne)-(x-h)Wk ,Cn ; j)

Re{[Wk(ne)+i(x+h)Wk,(ne)

-[Wk(nj)+i(x-h)Wk,(nj)]-2hxWk,,(n;j)};
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and

ne = y+i(x+h),

ij = y+i(x-h) .

Here W, (z) .is a funCLion defined in the previous section. The

derivation of the above expressions is refered to in appendix.

Stresses a , cr and 0 around the crack in the sub-surface layer

are shown in Fig.4, 5 and 6. All the stresses are normalized by

the internal gas pressure P in the crack.

Fig.7 shows distribution of displacement field around a crack

for h/a =0.3 and Poisson's ratio v = 0.305. The magnitude of the

displacement is drawn so exaggeratedly that the deformation pattern

may easily be appreciated at a glance. When depth (h) of the crack

is smaller than its half length a, value of a becomes very larger

compared with the internal pressure P. It is worth mentioning that

the sign of it near the free surface is different from that near

the crack surface. The resulting effect is that the sub-surface

layer is subject to large bending moments, with opposite signs in

the regions around belly and tip of the crack to each other, as

shown in Fig.7.

These results show that large stress concentrations occure at

both belly and tip regions of the crack as well. So we may expect

that plastic deformation would start from these regions and spread

into the whole sub-surface layer in real materials. As for the

stress component a , its maximum value appears at x = 0, y = 0

over the center of the crack. Thus, when h/a < 1, a | _ _n may
yy x-y-u

exceed the yied strength of materials o , when resolved into slip

systems, even if the internal pressure P is smaller than a .
cr L_,_n versus h/a is shown in Fig.8. The.refore, it is consideredyy x-y-u

that the sub-surface layer is deformed plastically upward to grow a
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dome shaped- deformation. Stress concentration near the crack tip

would accelerate the deformation. The value of the crack radius

a, satisfying 0.5 a I „ = a may be identified as the lateral

spreading of the dome shaped deformation. The factor 0.5 is an

orientation factor for getting the resolved shear stress.

3.2 Stress distribution near the crack tip.

As it is evident from the stress distributions in Fig.4, 5 and

6, all stresses a , a and a have the largest values near the
xx xy yy

crack tip, so that, they are considered to play an important role

on the crack growth and the surface deformation as well. This may

be an another factor which determine lateral spreading of the

deformation, too.

The distributions of a , a and a near the crack tip are
xx yy xy

shown in Fig.9. Approaching to the crack _ip, x = -h and y = a,

all the curves lie oh straight lines, and their inclinations are

equal to -1/2. Therefore, as expected in the expressions of n (y)

and n" (y) in Eqs.(4) and (5), a , cr and a have inverse square
xx yy xy

root singularity at the crack tip. In the expressions for a , a
xx yy

and a in Eqs.(10), (11) and (12), only the first terms of c^^,

axxB' ayyA' ayyi' axyA a n d CTxyB h a v e singularity and they are far

larger than the other terms in the very region near the crack tip.

Thus taking only the singular terms into account and introducing

polar coordinates (p,9) with its origin at the crack tip, the
stresses a , a and a are given by

A i yy •*•/

K (h/a,6) K (h/a,9) K (h/a,9)
0xx = V avv = I "vv = 7xx
x x

where p is radial distance from the crack tip, 9 is the angle
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between y-axis and radial axis of polar coordinates, and Kxx(h/a,9)

X (h/a,6) and K (h/a,9) are expressed as follows (appendix 3):
yy xy

K fh/a.e) = PfK [ cos-^-(l + sin-2- sin^- 9)]

e e 3
+K Dsin— c o s — c o s — 9}

B 2 2 2

Kyy(h/a,9) = P{KA[ cos-l-Cl-sin-l- sin^- 9)]

-KgSin-|-(2+cos-|- • cos-|- 9)} (14)

Kxy(h/a,6) =VP{KAsin-|- cos-|- c o s y 9

+ KB[cos-|- (l-sin-|- sin-|- 9)]}

and

Such quantities as K , K and Kx are called stress intensity

factors in the field of fracture mechanics. Further, KA and Kg

are usually cited as stress intensity factor for tensile crack

(mode I) and that for in-plane shear crack (mode II ) , respectively.

They characterize the spread of stress fields near the crack-tip.

These stress intensity factors KA and KR are plotted against h/a

in Fig.10. In this figure, results of Erdogan et al. [7] are also

shown by broken curves to compare with the present results. These

are their stress intensity factors k, (upper broken curve) and k~

(lower broken curve) taken from Table IV of their-paper. As

obviously seen in this figure, their stress intensity factors show

similar trend with the present results and coincide almost exactly

in small radius region, namely in effective infinite medium.

However, in the larg radius rigion, where the blistering is relevant,
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they come to lower than ours. The reason for these duscrepancies

are not clear at present. In any case, both factors increase with

the crack radius a, so that, the crack may be considered to grow

far easier when h < a than h > a. As it is evident from Eq.(13),

the stresses have inverse square root singularities at the crack-

tip. In a crack contained in a real materials, however, their

values do not diverge at the crack-tip, but remain finite due to

plastic deformation near the very region where they exceed the

plastic yield stress of the materials. The size and shape of the

plastic zone are determined by the yielding conditions of the

materials. A criterion for the overall plastic deformation of the

sub-surface layer would be given by the touch of this plastic zone

on a free surface as a consequence of the extension of lateral

radius of the crack a. Detailed discussions about the plastic zone

and its relation to the surface deformation are out of scope of the

present paper, and are given in another paper (Kamada and Higashida.

[2]).

4. Discussions

Calculations of the elastic stress fields around a crack are

fundamental problems in the study of fracture mechanics. As men-

tioned in the introduction, however, investigation of the problem

of a crack travelling parallel to a free surface in a semi-infinite

medium is rather rare, and there is something yet to learn for the

purpose of the radiation blistering, at which the present calcula-

tion is aimed. In fact, a preceding paper (Kamada and Higashida

[2]) gives a formulation which relates the blister diameter, the

depth the blister is formed, the mechanical yield stress of
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materials, and the internal gas pressuie, on the basis of the

present calculation. Further, it enables one to explain the

observed relation between the diameter and the thickness, and also

to estimate the internal gas pressure necessary for the blistering.

In the present calculation, two types of dislocations have to

be taken into account due to the interaction with the free surface.

If the shear stress component is neglected in the present calcula-

tion, residual shear stress remains on the crack surface because

of the image dislocations. It is seen in Fig.3a, 3b and 10, that

the contribution from the shear, or the mode n , crack component

is always smaller than that of tensile, or the mode I, crack

component, and vanishes in an infinite medium. However, when a

crack is situated closer to a free surface, and grows in its

diameter, both components become closer. This point is presumed

to have an important consequence in the blistering mechanism.

It is worth to mention that a takes considerably large

values in the region over the center of the crack as seen in Fig. 5.

Therefore, in real materials we may expect plastic deformation in

this region, as well as the crack tip region, even if the internal

gas pressure is smaller in comparison with the materials yield

stress. Detailed discussions about this point, as given in the

preceding paper (Kamada and Higashida [2]), show that two independ-

ent criteria assumed to hold at the two regions, on the basis of

plastic deformation, give almost the same numerical results for the

blistering.
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Appendix

1) Stress distributions produced by an edge dislocation, which

is lying parallel to a free surface

Firstly, consider an edge dislocation with Burgers vector b

which is normal to the free surface as shown in Fig.l. The boundary

condition at the free surface is

axx = °> axy " ° at

The first condition is satisfied if we superpose the sef-stress of

the edge dislocation and that of an image edge disloction with

Burgers vector -b at the mirror position outside the material.

However, the shear stress a does not vanish at the surface by the
xy

simple image construction, so that, we must cancel the remaining

fictitious shear stress by adding suitable surface correction terms.

The stresses around an edge dislocation and surface correction tenas

are given by Eqs.(3, 42) and (3.73) in Hirth and Lothe [8], respec-

tively, with a necessary correction of misprint. Accordingly, an

edge dislocation with Burgers vector b located at (-h, y1) produces

stress fields

A-'-f-^rCy-y'Hsfx+h)2 + (y-y1)2}

•){3(x-h)2 + (y-y')2}

-^-(
e

r
i

ri

ayy(x,y) = A-^ty-y'MCx+h)
2 - (y-y')2}

e
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')l(x-h) -(y-y ) i (A-i)

+^-{4(h-x)3(y-y')+6(h-x)2x(y-y')+4(h-x)(y-y')
3

-2x(y-y')3}]

ri

^ {

axy(x,y) = A -
L [ ^

ri

2x(h-x)3-6x(y-y')2(h-x)-(y-y')4}]

a (x-y) = v (a + a )
zzl /J v xx yy7

r2 = -(x+h)2 + (y-y 1) 2

r2 = (x-h)2 + (y-y')2

where A = ? Q-v') ' v *s P°i s s o n' s ratio. In each expression of Eq.

(A-l), the first term is produced by the original edge dislocation,

the second by the image dislocation and the third term is the sur-

face correction term.

With respect to an edge dislocation with Burgers vector b

which, is parallel to the free surface as shown in Fig.l, the stress

produced by the original dislocation and image dislocation can be

obtained in a straightfoward manneT simply by replacing the variables

x and y in Eq.(3.42) of Hirth and Lothe [8] by -y and x, respectively.

The shear stress a vanishes at the free surface by superposing thexy
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self stress of the edge dislocation and that of an image edge

dislocation with Burgers vector -b", but there still remains the

normal stress a at x = 0 in the present case. Then we must

cancel this- fictitious normal stress by adding suitable surface

correction terms, which can be derived by the same method as it is

mentioned in pp.82-85 in Hirth and Lothe [8]. Thus an edge dislo-

cation with Burgers vector b located at (-h, y') produces stress

fields

axx(x,y) = A" [^(x+h){(y-y')
2-(x+h)

2}

e

-^-(x-h){(y-y')2-(x-h)2}

i

+^{(x-h) 4 + Zx(x-h)3-6x(y-y')2(x-h)-(y-y')4}]
r.

ayy(x,y) = A" [-^-(x+h){3(y-y')
2+(x+h)

2}

+-ir(x-h){3(y-y')
2+(x-h)2} (A-2)

i

+%(x-h)4-2x(x-h)3+6x(y-yI)2(x-h)-(y-y')4}]

a (x,y) = A11 [i(y-y){(y-y')2-(x+h)2}
xy r4

r i

o fx.vl = vfa +oZ 2 l > / J K x x
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1' =

2) Derivation of the expressions of a , a and a
xx xy yy

In order to obtain the expressions of a , a and a , we
xx xy yy

must calculate integrals including the first kind Chebyshev poly-

nomial T (y) appeared in the distribution functions for edge

dislocations. Here we deal chiefly with the derivation of a^xA

because the other terms such as a i etc. may be calculated by means

of almost the same way as described below. Firstly, the contribution

to â -w! from edge dislocations with Burgers vector b"1" positioned at

x = -h, i.e. the crack surface, is

(A-3)

Putting y =n, y' = n1 and x + h = ?, I, may be expressed as an

integral around the path CJ*^ since the square root term in the

integrand in Eq.(A-3) changes sign on one revolution around either

of poles 1 or -1;

( A. 4 )

[(n'-n)
2
+C

2]

where the path of line integral C, is around the cut from -1 to

1. Deforming the path C^ into the path C^ enclosing the poles n+

= n + i?, n_ = n - ic., I. can be estimated from the residues at the

poles n+ and n and from the contribution from the outer path on C2.

The residue at the pole r\+ is

(*) Refer to Fig.A.
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The residue at the pole n is just the complex conjugate of the

above expression. Adding two residues, the contribution to a .

from the poles n+ and r) is

T Cn1) d T Cn')

The contribution from the outer path on C~ may be evaluated by the

following consideration. The value of I, must go to zero when x +

li + » or y + », i.e. n+ •*• °° because the integrand approaches to

zero in such a situation, while the expression of Eq.(A-6) diverges

when ri+ + », Therefore the contribtuion from the outer loop on C^

can be derived so as to cancel this divergence. Now we consider
T(n')

the asymptotic form of — — = z - in a case such that n T •+ °°. Putting

' =

from the definition of Chebyshev polynomials;

J^2. = cos ne = sin ne. c o t nQ = _l_.cot nQ,u ,,.,_
/n' 2 -1 i-sin 9 i-sin 8 1

If we take 8 = -iz, r\' goes to infinity as z •+ <», and in such a

case cot n9 = i, coth nz •*• i, so that, n -s- U -,(n') when n' •»

°o. Then the contribution from the outer loop on C 2 will have the

form;

}.

Adding ihis to Eq.(A-6), the integral I, of Eq.(A-3) is obtained as

= Re{-Wn(ne) + i(x+h)Wn,(ne)}, (A-7D
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where
T(z)

'z'-l

Secondly the contribution to a I from image dislocations with

Burgers vector -b positioned at x = h is

1 T (/;•} Cy-y')[3(x-h)2+(y-y')
2]

the integrand of which has just the same form as that of I, if x -

h is replaced by x + h. Then

I2 = -Re{-WnCni)+i(x-h)Wn(niU, (A-9)

where

i = y+i(x-h).

Lastly the contributior, to o^i from the surface correction term is

I = -4hx/ ] y 3 .Cy-y')[3(x-h)2-(y-y-)2] (A.1Q)
~l ir/l-y'2 [(x-h) +(y-y') ]

The calculation of 1^ is somewhat complicated since the integrand

in Eq.(A-8) has two poles of order 3. However, it can be perform-

ed in a straightforward manner, and the results is

I, = Re{2hxW ,(n-)>- (A-:i)
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From Eqs.(A-7), (A-9) and (A-ll), the expression for o^A is deri-

ved .

3) Stress field near the crack tip

Rewriting a complex variable z = y + i(x+h) by polar coordinate

(p, 6) with its origin at the crack tip,

z = 1 + pei6 (p << 1) (A-12)

near the crack tip. Only the first term of W (z) has singularity,

and

1 e- i 6 / 2

T ( z ) -»• 1 •+• -

n ' /zTT /2p~

when z ->- 1 or p •+ 0 . Then asymptotic form of the function W (z) is

-ie/2

Further, taking into accout that W (z) satisfies the same differen-

tial formula as U (z),

the asymptotic form of the first derivative W '(z) is given by

-3i9/2
W '(z) ^ . (A-14)n /F

Substituting Eqs.(A-12), (A-13) and (A-14) into Eqs.(14), (IS) and

(16), Eqs.(17) and (18) can be obtained for the expressions of stress
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field near the crack tip.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Two-dimensional crack of length 2a located at a depth h

(x=-h) from a free surface (x=0) and lying parallel to

y-axis. The surface of the crack is subject to uniform

internal gas pressure P. In order to calculate the stress

distribution around the crack, it is replaced by continuously-

distributed edge dislocations. They are composed of two

types, that is, those with Burgers vector b normal to the

surface and those with Burgers vector b parallel to the

surface, which are illustrated separately in two regions,

namely (x=-h, 0<y<a) and (x=-h, -a<y<0), for clarity.

Fig.2 Depth-dependence of the expansion coefficients in series of

Chebyshev polynomials for the distribution function giving

edge dislocation density.

(a) Coefficients A, (k=l,3,....) for the distribution function

n (y/a) in Eq.(8) giving a density of edge dislocations with

Burgers vector b .

(b) Coefficients B^,(k'=2,4,....) for the distribution fun-

ction n" (y/a) in Eq. (9) giving a density of edge disloca-

tions with Burgers vector b .

Fig. 3 Density of e_lge dislocations for several values of depth h/a.

The curves are drawn only for the region 0<y/a<l from the

symmetry property of these functions explained in Sec.2.

(a) n (y/a); density of edge dislocations with Burgers vector

b"1" normal to the free surface. This is an odd function of y.

(b) n"(y/a); density of edge dislocations with Burgers vector

b" parallel to the free surface. This is an even function

of y.

Fig.4 Dependence of stress component a , normalized by the
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internal gas pressure P, on both x'/h and y/a for h/a=0.2.

On the free surface (x'/h=l) it vanishes due to the traction-

free boundary condition, and on the crack surface (x'/h=0)

it is just equal to the internal gas pressure -P. It has

inverse square root singularity at the crack tip, x'=0 and

y=a, as a consequence of the continuum linear elasticity

theory.

Fig.5 Dependence of stress component a , normalized by the

internal gas pressure P, on both x'/h and y/a for h/a=0 .2.

Its sign is reversed with respect to the neutral surface

(x'/h=0.5), giving rise to the bending moment in the sub-

surface layer at the center and tip of the crack with

opposite direction to each other. It has also inverse square

root singularity at the crack tip.

Fig.6 Dependence of stress component a , normalized by the
xy

internal gas pressure P, on both x'/h and y/a for h/a=0.2.

It vanishes due to the traction-free boundary condition both

on the free surface (x'/h = l) and on the crack surface (x'/h=

0, 0<y/a<l). It has also inverse square root singularity at

the crack tip.

Fig.7 Displacement field distribution around a crack for h/a=0.3

and Poisson's ratio v=0.305. One side of the undeformed

grid is one tenth of the crack radius a in length. The

magnitude of displacement is drawn so exaggeratedly that one

can easily appreciate the deformation pattern. In the same

figure the stress field over the crack is depicted schemati-

cally, indicating the appearance of bending moment in the

sub-surface layer.
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Fig.8 Dependence of stress component a at the point x=y=0 over

the crack center, normalized by ths internal gas pressure P,

upon the depth of a crack h/a.

Fig.9 Stress distributions of a , a and a in a region near a
xx yy xy

crack-tip (x'^0, y=a) for h/a=0.2. They have inverse square

root singularities at the crack-tip.

Fig.10 Stress intensity factors, K. and Kg, calculated in the

present paper, and those, k, (upper broken curve) and k~

(lower broken curve), calculated by Erdogan et al. (1973).

Fig.A Line-intergral paths for Eq.(A-4) in the complex plane.
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